Another Market Meltdown is Coming. Will your Portfolio be Ready?
Dear Fellow Investor,
Investing in the market today is scary… this nation’s largest banks require bailouts…
investment houses going bankrupt… mortgage foreclosure rates rising ever higher.
Not to mention the potentially disastrous effects of the massive stimulus spending and
mountains of government debt.
Now we hear that economists are predicting we are in the middle of a “double dip”
recession. One where our current recovery will be short and followed by a second market
dip where stock prices will fall faster and further than the first.
Every one of your hard earned dollars is in jeopardy.
Will your investment advisor get you out of the market before the next crash? Did he call
you to warn you in time for the first dip last year? Did he call you at the bottom last
March to tell you of the recovery we are now experiencing? Does he bother to call you at
all?
Well, if he’s anything like my broker, it seems he only calls me when its time to make his
payment on his Porsche. And the recommendations he’s given me seldom pan out. He’s
obviously just selling the stock of the week for a deal his investment house has worked
out with one of its clients.
But what if there was a system that could accurately predict the future direction of the
stock market? A proven system that would take the fear out of investing. A system that
would allow you to kiss your broker and his worthless stock tips goodbye.
Imagine how your retirement nest egg would grow if you had this insight!
Well now you can. Let me introduce you to a proven and amazingly accurate
forecasting system that was nearly lost to time but has been rediscovered and updated.

Elliott Wave Theory
In the 1930s, Ralph Elliott, an accountant by profession, studied over 75 years of stock
price movements and observed that certain patterns repeat themselves. Elliott found that
financial markets will actually trace out a recognizable pattern, shown below, once you
learn what to look for.

He went on to prove his discovery by making astonishingly accurate stock market
forecasts. Elliott called his discovery "The Elliott Wave Principle".
The implications of this discovery were huge. Elliott had identified the force that drives
the financial markets. However after his death in 1948, Elliott’s work remained largely
forgotten for decades. Known and used by only a select few.
Then in 1976, Robert Prechter, Jr. discovered the complete body of R.N. Elliott's work in
the New York Library!
Mr. Prechter resurrected the Elliott Wave Theory from near obscurity when he and A.J.
Frost published Elliott Wave Principle in 1978. The book quickly became a Wall Street
bestseller.
< Johnson box: <insert photo R. Prechter> Robert Prechter, Chartered Market Technician, is the founder
and CEO of Elliott Wave International, author of Wall Street best-sellers Conquer the Crash and Elliott
Wave Principle and editor of The Elliott Wave Theorist monthly market letter since 1979. Mr. Prechter has
won numerous awards for market timing, including the United States Trading Championship, and in 1989
was awarded the "Guru of the Decade" title by Financial News Network (now CNBC). He has been named
"one of the premier timers in stock market history" by Timer Digest, "the champion market forecaster" by
Fortune magazine, "the world leader in Elliott Wave interpretation" by The Securities Institute, and "the
nation's foremost proponent of the Elliott Wave method of forecasting" by The New York Times..>

Applying Elliott Wave patterns to your investments is quite simple. You use the patterns
described in the Elliott Wave Principle to identify where in the cycle a particular stock is
at any moment in time, as shown in the example below. Once you know where the stock
is in the cycle, you can literally and accurately predict the future movements of the stock.

Real World Results
In Elliott Wave Principle, Prechter and Frost's forecast accurately predicted a roaring bull
market in the 1980s and the following record bear market.
In 1984 Prechter entered the U.S. Trading Championship competition. He traded options
using Elliott Wave analysis against the best traders in the country. Prechter won first
place and set an all time record with amazing 444% gain four months.
<Side bar: 444% gain in four months is a fully documented, monitored account.>

More recently Prechter has turned his attention to the precious metals markets. Once
again the system is right on target. Elliot Wave Analysis has correctly forecast nearly
every major turn and trend for gold and silver prices for 22 years.

Take Control of Your Financial Destiny
No one is as committed to your financial success as you. As likeable and well
intentioned as your financial advisor may be, he has other clients and himself to think
about. Ultimately, it is up to you to take control or your portfolio.
Now you can learn to apply the Elliott Wave principles!
Robert Prechter and Elliott Wave International have brought together the world’s
brightest Elliott wave practitioners and instructors to prepare an acclaimed 10-volume
Elliott Wave Mastery video series. By the time they finished, this team had invested
more than 1500 painstaking production hours to ensure the highest quality and clarity of
each lesson.

<Side bar: “Thanks for the quick posting. I like the way this stuff has survived and progressed
over the years. Elliott has stood the test of time when applied to the financial markets.” - Peter
O.>

The series has been hailed as “the finest Elliott wave material ever produced.” Recently
updated and released on convenient DVD format, this is the most comprehensive Elliott
wave education available on video.

Here’s What you Get
The complete Elliott Wave Mastery Series includes:
•

The 10-DVD course set which features over 12 hours of instruction from Bob
Prechter and other experts.

•

A 250+ page workbook with exercises to enhance your understanding

•

Q&A Forum - submit your questions to EWI's expert instructors anytime. You
never have to go it alone!

< Side bar: “Thanks for answering my questions. It's nice to know someone is as enthusiastic
about answering my questions as I am asking them. … There is SO much information that it's like
drinking water out of a fire hose. Every time I go through the DVDs there's always something I
pick up that I missed the first time.” - Bo N.>

In addition to all this, the Elliott Wave Mastery Series now includes on-demand access to
4 online courses that go into even greater detail on the critical concepts plus fresh lessons
on the application. These on line sessions, presented by Elliott Wave International’s
senior tutorial instructors, update and enhance the 10-DVD Mastery Series with the latest
breakthroughs and strategies.
You can access these four online courses as often as you want, whenever you want, and
they are not available anywhere else!
Imagine what your brokerage statements would look like if you had been using this
system to accurately forecast stock prices. You would have had warning of last year’s
devastating markets.
Now imagine how you could use solid, actionable insight to how long this recovery will
last. How quickly would you be able to rebuild your retirement nest egg? And know
when to cash out before the next market crash.
Gain the knowledge to successfully navigate the current investment landscape and tell
your broker to take a hike!

Limited Time Offer

What would this system that allows you to know where future stock prices are headed be
worth to you?
I suppose if you are like most investors it would be worth many thousands of dollars. But
we won’t ask you for that much.
If you were to buy the 10 DVDs separately you would have to pay $1410 – but this
would not include the workbook, the Q&A forum, or the bonus 4 on-line courses. And
our normal price for the 10-DVD Elliott Wave Mastery Series is $1199, which again is
easily worth many times this price.
Now, for a very limited time, the complete Elliott Wave Mastery Series is offered for
only $999. You save $200! And remember this includes the 12 hours of professional
instruction on 10 DVDs, the workbook, the four bonus on-line courses that are not sold
separately or available anywhere else, and the Q&A Forum so you always have help
available to answer your questions.

Order your copy of this DVD set today and get Free Shipping to anywhere in the
U.S.!

For Sophisticated Investors Only
Now, I realize that even this discounted price is not a trivial amount of money. This offer
is not for everyone. If you are the least bit skeptical, I urge you to please seek other
opportunities.
This offer is only for those investors who are serious about taking control of their
financial investments. Those of us who are comfortable with doing our own analysis,
making our own investment decision, and making back the losses in our retirement
portfolios and taking steps to gain real wealth.

No Risk Guarantee
To ensure you’re satisfied with your Elliott Wave DVD(s), we offer this guarantee:
When you receive your DVD(s), you may unwrap and view any one DVD. If you decide
the program is not for you, simply return them within 30 days. We’ll give you a cheerful,
100% refund of the purchase price.

So you really have nothing to lose. Order now and take control of your financial destiny
before the next market meltdown.
< Side bar: <insert photo Tim McMahon> Tim McMahon has been actively studying the market for over
35 years. He has experience trading foreign and domestic stocks, bonds, mutual funds, currencies, options,
and metals for himself and for his clients as a National Association of Securities Dealers licensed
investment advisor. Mr. McMahon began publishing Financial Trend Forecaster newsletter in 1995 and
created InflationData.com in January of 2003 to specialize in all forms of information about the nature of
Inflation.>

To Your Success,
Tim McMahon
Editor
Financial Trend Forecaster

P.S. Remember, the special pricing is only available for a truly limited time. Order now
and save $200 off the normal price.
Order your copy of this DVD set today and get Free Shipping to anywhere in the
U.S.!

(Shipping Charges Applicable on International Orders)
To order by phone, please call EWI Customer Service at 800-336-1618 (U.S.) or 770536-0309 (Outside U.S.) and mention code AFF FINTREND.

